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Technology that is helping
modern rifles fit their users
better and helping vertical

compound bows shoot quieter and
more efficiently is being adapted for
use in the sporting arms that already
have elements of both. Crossbow
makers are incorporating features
like collapsible stocks and adjustable
forearms. Those are common today
on some sporting rifles that fit the
tactical category. More crossbow
manufacturers this year are also
offering parallel limb models, as a
way to improve both the shooting
and the handling characteristics.

Barnett Crossbows
Barnett’s new Predator uses the

same user friendly stock the compa-
ny introduced a few years ago on the
Revolution, so you can adjust the
stock length by 2 inches. Known as
“length of pull” in firearm circles,
that means the Predator is adaptable
to many different arm lengths. The
cheek piece also adjusts for height,
so people with different size heads
can get a comfortable rest against
the stock while they line up the
sights or scope.

The front end of the Predator is
what sets this 2008 model off from
anything this Florida firm has ever
offered before. Ed McCaffrey, the
Product Development Engineer, said
the company set out to design a par-
allel limb model that would offer a
higher level of performance. These
limbs would sweep back toward the
user, offering a narrower crossbow
profile and reducing shock and

vibration as they moved away from
each other at the shot.

But where a typical vertical bow
design might need to be cycle tested
at a 70 or 80 pound peak weight,
Barnett’s new Predator would have
an 175 pound draw weight.  These
limbs would carry a much higher
preload than on other company
models, and would move about half
as far during the draw cycle, part of
the reason for the reduced recoil.
New larger cams had to be devel-
oped, since more string would be
carried on them instead of being
drawn out through limb tip travel.

McCaffrey said Barnett originally
tried to develop the bow using solid

limbs of Gordon Glass, but no matter
how sophisticated the profile, no
solid limb could both generate the
175 foot pounds of energy desired
and provide the long life that was
needed. Gordon Composites then
recommended the company work
with its special consultant, Chuck
Richey, who combines experience in
both archery and aerospace endeav-
ors. With Richey’s help, Barnett came
up with a three layer laminated limb
that had all the characteristics need-
ed. McCaffrey said it is being built for
the crossbow maker by Dave
Barnsdale, whose laminated limbs
are used on some of today’s top tar-
get bows. 

Latest Crossbows Utilize
More Advanced Technology

By Tim Dehn

The new Barnett Predator uses a shoot-through riser to
eliminate the need for a projecting stirrup that would other-
wise add length. Shock and noise is reduced through a paral-
lel limb design and by over-molding the limbs with polymer.
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The split limbs are then over-
molded in a press, using a rubbery
material developed for use in the
automotive industry. The thick ther-
moplastic elastomer is slotted along
the edges at the mid-point where
most limb flex occurs and then
ribbed at the tips to provide more
vibration dampening. “This signifi-
cantly cuts down on the high fre-
quency vibration which shooters
perceive as a buzz,” McCaffrey said.
Barnett introduced the AVi limb on
Revolution and Quad models late in
2007, and he said independent tests
that can be accessed on the internet
have now shown these to be some of
the quietest hunting crossbows
made. Sound is being reduced by
between 4 to 6 decibels, and since a
3 dB change represents a doubling,
that’s very significant. The rubbery
coating also does a very good job of
protecting the limb from dings and
of quieting the sound should it touch
against a treestand.

The parallel limb design of
the Predator reduced the side to side
profile to 24 inches, 3 inches less
than the Revolution or Quad. That’s
measuring to the outside of the cam.
Axle to axle, this crossbow is just 22.5
wide, or 19 inches while cocked.
Barnett also reduced the length half
an inch to 37, while increasing the
power stroke half an inch to 16. How
was that possible? The company
designed and patented a new riser
that eliminates the need for a foot
stirrup projecting out the end of the

crossbow. On this model,
your boot goes against the
portion of the riser that
sweeps down, and in front of
the upper portion that incor-
porates the arrow pass and
that bolts against the com-
posite stock. A rubber inlay
on the inside helps keep your
toe in place. A rubber
bumper outside helps pro-
tect the finish and reduces
the chance the crossbow will
slip if you’re cocking it on
rocky ground. A rope-style
cocking aid is included.

The complex riser looks
rugged, but it is lightweight
due to being cast of magne-

sium. McCaffrey said the foundry
gives the magnesium an environ-
mentally friendly conversion coating
to protect it, then ships it to the
Tarpon Springs, Florida plant that
the company moved to from Odessa
Florida this spring. There the Barnett
Outdoors staff applies a powdercoat
before dipping  it to match the stock
in the popular APG pattern from
Realtree. That stock holds a
redesigned trigger system that is
more robust and smoother than ear-
lier styles, McCaffrey said.

All this technology comes at a
slight penalty in weight. The
Predator weighs 8 pounds, com-
pared to 7.7 for the Revolution or
Quad, and just 5.9 for the Wildcat
models with their short 13 inch
power strokes. And it’s naturally the
most expensive model in the line,
whether you order it alone or with
one of three accessory packages. But
then there are tradesoffs in any pur-
chase. “When you buy a Corvette,
you don’t expect  to get great gas
mileage or to be able to put lots of
groceries in the back seat,”
McCaffrey pointed out. It’s up to the
customer to decide what crossbow is
right for them and the retailer can
help by asking what game the cus-
tomer is going to be hunting. “If I
was going after moose or some of the
other large game animals I would
probably want to have the strongest,
fastest most indestructible crossbow
I could find,” the engineer said. “I
may be biased, but I think right now

that crossbow is the Predator.”
Barnett is advertising the

Predator along with the Revolution
AVi and Quad AVi as forming a new
premier series. The company also
offers a standard, non-AVi version of
each without the quieter limb
design.

The Revolution AVi carries the
Realtree Hardwoods Green film dip
on the stock, while the Revolution
carries the attractive (but less expen-
sive) G1 finish from Next. These
bows have trigger components that
are machined from aluminum, and
combine a 15.5 inch power stroke
with a 150 pound draw weight to
produce 122 foot pounds of kinetic
energy. They are advertised to fire a
22 inch arrow at 345 feet per second.

If your customer doesn’t need
the adjustability offered in the
Revolution stock, McCaffrey said
they’ll find identical performance
and lighter mass weight from the
Quad AVi or Quad 400. The Quad
models weigh 7 pounds, and again
use Realtree Hardwood Green on the
AVi model, Next G1 on the standard
limb model. The Quad trigger uti-
lizes some stamped parts and has a
different feel than the Revolution
trigger, he noted as another differ-
ence customers may notice.

Barnett produces two other
compound models. The Wildcat is
one of the lightest on the market, at
5.9 pounds. A shorter, 13 inch power
stroke and 150 pound draw weight
give it performance in the 320 fps
range, and this year it comes black or
with the stock dipped in the G1
camo finish. 

The RC 150 has a skeletal poly-
mer stock with an adjustable rear
butt plate and weighs 5.6 pounds.
The 9.5 inch power stroke and 150
pound draw weight combine for a
260 fps arrow speed. 

Rounding out the line for 2008 is
a recurve limb Panzer V with 150
pound draw, and a recurve limb
Phantom Jr. designed for recreation-
al shooting with a 60 pound draw
weight and handy 3.5 pound mass
weight.

You can reach the Barnett
Outdoors sales team toll free from
the US or Canada by calling (800)

TenPoint Crossbow
Technologies led the way
toward more compact cross-
bow designs with the 2007
introduction of the Phantom.
This new Phantom Xtra
offers the same trim han-
dling with the addition of a
beautiful laminated stock.
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237-4507. The local line is (727) 234-
4962 and the fax number is (727)
942-6100.

Mail can be directed to 
BARNETT OUTDOORS, LLC
PO Box 1209
Tarpon Springs, FL 34688

Shipping Address
BARNETT OUTDOORS, LLC
955 E. Live Oak St.
Tarpon Springs, FL 34689

TenPoint
The compact Phantom CLS from

TenPoint Crossbow Technologies
proved the advantages of introduc-
ing parallel limb technology to
crossbows and this year the Suffield,
Ohio firm has two additional models
using the Compact Limb System
technology. Sales Manager Randy
Wood helped me understand them
when we met at the Kinsey’s Dealer
Show in late February.

“The Phantom Xtra is a step
above our Phantom CLS,” Wood
said. “For years we’ve had people
asking for a wood laminated stock,
and we finally got with a company
that could give us the precision we
needed. This new bow comes assem-
bled inside a soft case that is packed
within a hard case, so it’s got the ulti-
mate protection.” There’s a long list
of accessories in the package,
including the purchasers choice of
scope styles and cocking aid styles.
The Easton carbon arrows come
with that company’s Tracer nocks
and are tipped with Spitfire broad-
heads from New Archery Products.

“Rick Bednar, our CEO was a
Thunderhead guy but two years ago
he shot Spitfires for the first time and
had great success with them,” Wood
explained.

The premium Phantom Xtra
crossbow with its wood stock and
long list of accessories retails for
about $500 more than the $2,000
Phantom CLS, both of which are
rated at 343 fps. At the same time,
Wood said the company is introduc-
ing a less expensive “little brother” to
the Phantom, named the Shadow
CLS. Like the other models, it uses
short split limbs mounted on a
reflexed riser that starts as a solid bil-
let of aluminum. These limbs are
lighter to produce a 175 pound draw
weight, not 185 like the other two
models. And the package is signifi-
cantly different: six aluminum
arrows, three broadheads and three
practice points, a quiver and sling.
You’ll still have the choice of scopes
and cocking aids, but will be able to
sell this package for about $1,500
and still offer your customer a quick
330 fps.

The Phantom Xtra and Shadow
CLS models combine a bronze barrel
and riser with a camo stock and
limbs. The Phantom they were
developed from is fully film dipped
in the popular APG pattern from

Realtree, right
down to the limb
pockets and the
cocking aid cov-
ers.

Cocking aids,
whether they are
the crank-style
ACUdraw or the
r o p e - s t y l e
ACUdraw 50, are
required on CLS
models from

TenPoint. “That front end is so nar-
row that if you try to draw the string
back by hand it will pinch your
hands,” Wood told me. “That’s the
one negative to that narrow front
end, it puts such an extreme angle
on the string.”

TenPoint uses a more conven-
tional front end and makes a cocking
aid an option on the new Lazer HP, a
185-pound draw model it rates at
313 fps with a relatively heavy 420
grain arrow. The machined Acra-
Angle barrel is beveled so it’s easy to
draw your index fingers along each
side, as an aid to the even cocking
needed for top accuracy. (Since our
dominant sides are stronger, without
marking the string at the center or
sliding your hands along the barrel,
it’s easy to cock a crossbow off-cen-
ter and send the shot off to the side.)

All of the crossbows TenPoint
produces now are predrilled to
accept one of the cocking aids, Wood
said, so dealers not longer have to
return them to the factory for
mounting. He showed me how the
AcuDraw 50 retracted into the stock
housing after use, with magnets
holding the handles nice and quiet
even if the crossbow was shaken.
“The AcuDraw 50 is quicker and qui-
eter to use if you need a second shot,
but a lot of people who have back,
shoulder or neck trouble need the
crank-style AcuDraw.”

“The hottest one at this show is
the GT Flex,” Wood said as he hand-
ed me a lightweight recurve model.
By combining the draw-length
adjustable Pro Slider frame with a
new recurve limb, TenPoint could
offer a 6.25 pound crossbow.
“Crossbows are inherently heavy and
inherently nose heavy,” Wood noted.
“This crossbow is significantly
lighter than our other models and

110 Circle 166 on Response Card

The new Shadow CLS from
TenPoint takes the compact limb
system approach of the Phantom
but lowers the draw weight by 10
pounds and comes in a kit that
offers a much lower price point.
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that’s important when you consider
the average age of the crossbow
hunter.”

Customers had been asking for a
recurve limb model for years, and
once TenPoint committed internally
to developing one Wood said it took
about two years to create it. The pre-
curved limb is the most efficient
recurve limb on the market, he said,
and at the 180 pound, 13.25 inch
power stroke setting it’s a great deer
hunting weapon that shoots 300 fps. 

Locked in its medium position,
you’ll pull that limb back to 125
pounds with a draw stroke just
under 12 inches, a good setting for
turkey hunting or for bowfishing
with the new AMS Retriever kit avail-
able from TenPoint. For practice,
family fun or to introduce first time
crossbow shooters, your customer
can set the GT Flex to draw 90-
pounds over an easy 7.75 inch power
stroke. The price is easy to handle as
well. “This package retails at $499,”
Wood told me. “For that price you’re
getting a quality crossbow with a
scope, three arrows and a quiver.”

TenPoint is using the same limbs
mounted to the all-polymer stock
from the Pro Fusion model to build a
new GT Curve. While this recurve
crossbow doesn’t offer the power
stroke settings of the GT Flex, it does
have a thumbhole stock upgraded
this year to accept a premium
PowerTouch-10 Trigger. 

The compound limb Pro Fusion
also gets that upgraded trigger,
mounted in a machined housing
that fits within the polymer stock.
Meanwhile the draw-stroke
adjustable Pro Slider also got a trig-
ger upgrade this year, to the

PowerTouch 6 version with its pre-
cise components produced through
the MIM (metal injection molding)
process.

To reach your TenPoint sales rep-
resentative or to request a catalog,
call (330) 628-9245 or fax your
request to (330) 628-0999.

Excalibur Crossbow
Excalibur Crossbow is marking

its 25th Anniversary with the Relayer
Y25. Named after the company’s first

Circle 171 on Response Card

The new GT Flex takes the
three-position stock assembly
first introduced on the 6-Point
Slider and mates it to
TenPoint’s new recurve limb.
The result is a new lightweight
model that can be used at 90,
125 or 180 pounds.
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model, this bow features a laminated
wood stock that is naturally camou-
flage due to the mix of grays, greens
and browns. Elaborate checkering
adorns the pistol grip and the fore-
arm. The company’s seal is laser
engraved on the side of the stock just
forward of the trigger.

Aware that some states enforce a
200 pound draw weight limit, co-
founder Kathryn Troubridge said
that her husband Bill decided to
base the commemorative model on
the Exocet 200 design. Only 1000 of
the commemorative model will be
made, including 75 in left hand.
“Some people have told us they’re
going to hunt with it, others have
said they’re going to put it in a dis-
play case and admire it,” Troubridge
said.

The top selling models from this
Kitchener, Ontario firm continue to
be the Equinox and ExoMax, both
with 225-pound draw weights that
generate 350 fps arrow speeds from a
16.5 inch draw length. Troubridge
said when the company introduced
the thumbhole stock used for the
Equinox it planned to phase out the
older stock style used on the
ExoMax. “But our traditional stock is
still popular, in part because you can
reach the safety without moving
your hand as much. And someone
with a really big hand may not feel
comfortable with the thumbhole
style. We thought we would only
need one stock, but sales are run-
ning about 50-50 on the two stock
styles. So we’re making a new mold
to sharpen the lines of our tradition-
al stock.”

Two stock options also fit with
two camo finish options. The
thumbhole stock and the limbs of
the Equinox are decorated in the
popular AP pattern from Realtree,
while the ExoMax traditional stock
and limbs carry a Realtree
Hardwoods finish.

Camo finishes are now being
applied through the heat-transfer
Kolorfusion process, Troubridge
noted, rather than the more com-

mon hydrographic process. Older
Excalibur bows had some issues with
the camo finish flaking off the work-
ing portion of the recurve limbs, and
switching to the Kolorfusion
addressed that issue while it gave
greater definition to the pattern.

Excalibur uses the same weight
limbs drawn to 15.5 inches and 200
pounds peak weight on the Vortex
and Exocet. These bows are capable
of 330 fps if you set them up with the
optional Flemish Dyna-Flight string
and shoot them with a 350 grain
arrow that is the minimum weight
recommended. The Exocet 200 has
the traditional slab sided stock in the
Hardwoods pattern, while you’ll pay
a little more to get the thumbhole
stock and AP finish on the Vortex.

Like the other models men-
tioned, the Phoenix uses a “forward
mounted” limb system that angles
the limb butts in, putting more pre-
load into the limbs. Drawing these
limbs over the 14.5 inch power
stroke produces up to 305 fps of
arrow speed. “You can buy the Vixen
along, with everything you could
want with our Right Stuff accessory
package, or in its own Phoenix
Package,” Troubridge said. That eco-

nomical option includes the bow,
quiver, Vari-Zone multiplex scope
and four aluminum arrows with tar-
get points.

Excalibur’s least expensive bow
is the Vixen, a 150-pound draw
model with a Deerhide Brown finish
that weighs just 6 pounds. But then
all these recurve crossbows are light
compared to their compound
cousins: The heaviest, the Exomax,
weighs just 6.5 pounds.

For the first time, Excalibur is
marketing its own broadheads
designed for top accuracy from its
crossbows. Extensive testing by Bill
Troubridge determined lightweight
carbon shafts flew best from his
crossbows when tipped with rela-
tively heavy 150 grain broadheads.
That’s the weight you get with the
Boltcutter, which has three fixed
blades cutting a 1-1/16 inch circle.
“We still believe a fixed blade head is
a better choice for big game,”
Troubridge noted, “but we know
some people prefer mechanicals.
Our X-act is a three-blade mechani-
cal that cuts a 1-7/16 inch circle and
has .030 inch thick blades. These
require no rubber bands or O-rings. I
know on some other model heads

Excalibur Crossbow’s Bill Troubridge believes recurve limb systems hold the edge in
simplicity and reliability over compound limb systems. In the 25 years since he and wife
Kathryn founded the Ontario firm, he’s proven the recurve crossbows of his design are
up to taking the biggest game on the planet.
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people were having to double band
them to keep them from opening at
the shot.”

For more information about
Excalibur’s crossbows or accessories,
call the firm at (519) 743-6890 or
email your request to service@excal-
iburcrossbow.com.

Parker Crossbows
At the Parker Crossbow booth on

the Kinsey’s show floor, Paul
Vaicunas and Johnny Grace were
busy running through all the fea-
tures that let that company intro-
duce more compact, more powerful
models than ever before.

The Cyclone and Hurricane
share the same honey-combed alu-
minum riser with a reflex design that
puts the stirrup just barely in front of
the limb butts, instead of 5 inches
out front. The riser mounts to a vent-
ed aluminum barrel that helps keep
weight down to a tidy 6.5 pounds.
The short, parallel limbs carry new
INV Crossbow Cams where the buss
cables cross exactly in the center and

the string draws off the front of the
cam, rather than the rear. That lets
Parker pick up 2-1/2 inches of power
stroke so it can get a 15 inch power
stroke and 350 fps out of a 165-
pound draw crossbow whose overall
length is as short as 35 inches.  

I wrote “as short as” because the
Cyclone comes with a nifty
adjustable stock, styled after a tacti-
cal rifle. Press a button and the
spring-loaded stock can be set
lengths of pull between 10-7/8 and
14 3/4 inches. “That shortest length
of pull is 1-1/8 inch smaller than a
youth shotgun,” Vaicunas pointed
out, “so we can get younger kids into
the sport and fit anyone else who
comes through the door.”

While crossbows have minimal
recoil, the soft buttplate helps keep
the stock in place against your shirt
or jacket.

Above the pistol grip is a metal
receiver, which Vaicunas said was
styled to resemble that of a Mossberg
shotgun as another recognizable fea-
ture for the gun owners that make up

many new crossbow buy-
ers. In front of a receiver is
a firearms-style picatinny
rail that carries the
adjustable forearm. If you
prefer a folding forearm,
Parker sells that as an
option, along with a soft
rail cover and adjustable
cheekpiece for the stock.

The Hurricane has all
of the same features as the
Cyclone, with the excep-
tion of the adjustable
stock, and its suggested
retail is $50 less. Rope
cocking aids come stan-
dard, as the 22 inch axle to
axle length would make

cocking by hand a difficult process.
The Next G1 film dip finish is applied
to limbs, stock, forearm and barrel
on the Hurricane and Cyclone, but
you can also order the latter in a tac-
tically-inspired Carbon Black finish.
Like all the company’s crossbows,
these come with Sims String Leeches
and LimbSavers already installed

Parker is pricing the Cyclone
Outfitter package at a suggested
retail price of $699.99. That gets your
customer this advanced crossbow,
three crossbow arrows, a quiver and
either a 4x Multi-reticle scope or
Triple Red Dot Scope.

The addition of the Cyclone and
Hurricane raises the number of
models Parker now builds to 9. The
Fireball is sized for women and
youth, with a 11.75 inch length of
pull and draw weights of 75 or 100
pounds that work over a short 11
inch draw stroke.

There’s a Buck-Buster 150 rated

BURR & COMPANY

INSURANCE PROGRAMS
FOR THE ARCHERY INDUSTRY

Property

General Liability/Product Liability

Range Liability

Life/Health

JEFFREY A. DEREGNAUCOURT, A.R.M.
1 800 878-2877
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Parker’s new Cyclone
(above) is a more compact
and powerful model than
the Virginia company has
ever offered before, and has
many elements that would
be at home on a tactical
rifle. At left, the new Parker
Hurricane offers the same
performance at a slightly
lower price point, because it
incorporates a fixed posi-
tion stock.
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at 300 fps and Buck-Buster 175 rated
at 330 fps that share a 11 inch power-
stroke and composite thumbhole
stock. 

Terminator 150 and Terminator
HP 175 models generate speeds of
320 and 340 fps, respectively, from
their longer 13 inch power strokes. 

Parker still builds the camo
Safari-Magnum and the Safari
Classic with a laminated wood stock.
At the time they were introduced,
their unique stocks, which are
dished out on the side away from the
shooter, helped lower mass weight to
7.4 pounds when most crossbows
weighed well over 8 pounds. 

Yet look how far crossbow design
has come in a few short years. The
Cyclone weighs almost a pound less
than the Safari Magnum, fits virtual-
ly anyone with its adjustable stock,
and is 10 fps faster. “The crossbow
market is in a time of change,”
Vaicunas told me. “It’s gotten big
enough that the companies involved
are making major capital invest-
ments. We think with models like the
Cyclone, Parker is helping to define
the modern crossbow.”

Parker Crossbows can be
reached at (540) 337-5426.

Turning It Upside Down
The impact on the crossbow

market will be small this year, but in
the future you may see more models
that utilize the reverse draw technol-
ogy Jim Kempf is introducing to the
market with the aid of industry vet-
eran Sam Collora. One patent was
issued in January of this year, anoth-
er on April 29, that cover how cross-
bows are harnessed and drawn. 

In Kemp’s groundbreaking
design, the normal configuration is
reversed, so that the limbs move
away from the shooter, not toward
him, as the crossbow is drawn and
cocked. Because the string is being
drawn past the riser, instead of away
from it, the normal brace height
doesn’t detract from the power-
stroke. In fact the initial model, a
Raptor 125 packs a 19-3/4 inch

power stroke.
With that much length working

for it, the 125-pound draw crossbow
can generate speeds of 370 fps with a
350 grain arrow. “Powerstroke is
everything when it comes to getting
speed out of an arrow,” Kempf had
told me as we stood in one of the
demo lanes on the Indianapolis
show floor. “You can get a lot more
speed out of increasing the power
stroke than by raising the draw
weight the same percentage.”

The relatively lower draw weight
and the parallel limb design help
make this model from RDT Archery
quiet. Kempf’s goal is to have it be
the quietest in the industry, with the
best trigger. He said additional
patents are pending now on his trig-
ger design, which will have a pull of
around three pounds, and his design
for a folding stock. 

The trigger design is a fail-safe
one that won’t allow dry fires, Kempf
said. The folding stock makes it far

easier to recock the bow from a seat-
ed position in a treestand or blind,
because you can hold the crossbow
straight out from your body instead
of awkwardly canted off to one side.

The Raptor 125 is going to be
one of the heavier models on the
market this year, with a mass weight
of around 10 pounds. But Kempf said
it feels far lighter, because the riser is
closer to the shooter and the balance
point isn’t as far forward as it is on
other models.

Kempf had originally hoped to
ship the crossbows to dealers by
June 1, but late in May told
ArrowTrade it looked like the first
orders wouldn’t be filled until the
first week of August. If you’d like to
get on the waiting list for the Raptor
125, call RDT Archery in Iowa at
(319) 331-4700 or write the firm at
3101 12 Ave., Coralville, IA 52241.

Editor’s Note: Additional cross-
bow coverage is planned for our
September issue.

Patents have begun issuing to Jim Kempf on new crossbow designs from RDT Archery.
RDT stands for Reverse Draw Technology. In the photo above, the stock is folded as an
aid to cocking the 125-pound draw weight crossbow from a seated position.
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